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Abstract—This demo presents Hangar, a VM-based environment that grew out of components that evolved over the last few years to support research and teaching into programmable networking.

In addition to showing Hangar, the demo will discuss use-cases and requirements that were encountered when developing Hangar and its predecessors. Hangar is designed to provide an environment that is easy to update and use. It includes fully-scripted VM generation, packages frequently-used tools and minimizes dependencies, and provides a suite of examples.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Development, testing, evaluation and demonstration environments have several independent components, which can make them difficult to set up and maintain. These parts consist of packages and tools whose versions and mutual compatibility change over time.

Hangar is a VM-based environment that evolved over the last four years from an enabler for research [1], [2] to become a platform for teaching [3], [4], and now serves for both teaching and research in programmable networking. It provides wrapping and glue intended to reduce the effort of maintaining, updating, and using the VM. Using Hangar, students can be up and running in minutes. New versions of the VM can be generated more easily to keep up with new versions of components.

The purpose of this demo is to present Hangar to the wider community, share experience with other researchers and educators, and gain feedback.

II. BACKGROUND

Hangar started out as a collection of scripts that were used to run the Wharf [1] prototype for link-layer FEC. These scripts were significantly extended during the Flightplan [2] project, the development and testing of which required flexible composition of virtual network elements through simple and evolvable configurations. This work also involved customizing the instantiation of Mininet [5] to run scripted experiments.

These scripts were then evolved further to form the so-called “back-end” of FDP [3], which repurposed those scripts to support a teaching platform that provided in-browser visualizations.

Hangar took its present form when it was adapted for use in the CS595 course on “Designing Large-Scale Networked Systems” [4] taught at Illinois Institute of Technology during Spring semester 2022. Until that point, the scripts forming Hangar had dependencies and references that made them difficult to disentangle from Flightplan.

In addition to being disentangled from Flightplan, Hangar also provides new usability features that make it more convenient to use. As well as being used to teach CS595, Hangar was also used by students to carry out individual research projects [6] at Illinois Tech. To help students get started, Hangar packages a set of tools and documents how to use them in the workflow shown in Fig. 1.

III. EXAMPLES

The demo will cover how to define and configure a virtual programmable network from scratch. This is based on an example used in IIT’s CS595 course. A screenshot from this example is shown in Fig. 2, which shows Hangar interacting with Mininet during the initialization, configuration, and execution stages of an experiment.

A second example involves simulating a fat-tree network [7]. This example is much more complex. It features a topology generator that was developed to evaluate the artefacts

Fig. 1. Workflow of using Hangar showing input and output files.
IV. USAGE WORKFLOW

Hangar consists of three workflows. One workflow is followed by end-users of the VM. The other two workflows are carried out by the creators or maintainers of a VM—such as a researcher, teaching assistant, or course instructor.

This section focuses on the workflow followed by end-users, which is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of the following stages: Edit, Compile, Run, Observe, and Debug. Each stage can involve providing or inspecting files, and using various tools.

The filesystem in Hangar’s VM contains a directory that is structured into the following directories:

- **networks/** contains example topologies, source code, and experiment scripts.
- **BMv2/** contains supporting scripts. Users will usually invoke these indirectly, and need not inspect them.
- **doc/** contains documentation that describes the YAML encoding for topology and configuration.
- **lib/** contains supporting P4 code that is used by several examples, and that can be used by end-users to define their own switch behavior. It’s often useful for users to inspect these files.
- **build/** is auto-generated when users compile P4 code. A generic Makefile is provided to support the building of P4 projects in Hangar.

To help users keep track of the data that is generated during each run of Hangar, a directory called *hanger* is automatically created in their current directory when an experiment is run. It contains logs and packet captures related to that experiment.

V. RELATED WORK

There are other virtualized networking environments for research prototyping and teaching. Instead of being used through Hangar, Mininet [5] can be used directly but would require customization to achieve similar features. Hangar provides those features by using Mininet’s API and through additional layers of external wrapping, to streamline configuration of virtual networks that contain several programmable elements. Another notable example is the VM that is used for P4 tutorials [8], which offers similar usability benefits. In comparison, Hangar (1) opts for the simpler CLI-based configuration of the dataplane instead of using P4Runtime, (2) has a slightly more featureful configuration interface, and (3) Hangar’s VM generation is fully scripted.
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